ASC X12C COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROLS SUBCOMMITTEE

Interim Meeting Minutes

DECEMBER 12, 12 Noon – 1 pm EST

Attendance—10 people, 8 members

1. Thursday, December 12
   1.1. Administration
      1.1.1. The November Interim Meeting minutes were approved.
   1.2. Pending Items
      1.2.1. Change Request 1933 “X12 Version/Release Number in ISA12 Does Not Have to Match Value in GS08” This CR concerns the ISX.
      1.2.2. The All Nines Proposal
         1.2.2.1. The subcommittee will work on a solution for this at our Winter Standing Meeting in Portland. Pete Anderson has submitted a change request to address this issue with an all zeroes solution.
   1.3. RFI Database
      1.3.1. RFI 2394: X12N is the developing subcommittee and X12C is interested.
         1.3.1.1. Waiting for X12N to write the response.
      1.3.2. RFI 2400
         1.3.2.1. X12N had a lot of comments and suggestions about the subcommittee’s draft response. Stacey Barber said that we need to be able to address the issue with earlier versions of the Standard and TR3s.
         1.3.2.2. Staff will reach out to the submitter to find out which version of X12.5 he had in mind.
         1.3.2.3. X12C’s response is for the submitter to use the ISX segment in order to use the 007010 code value 32 in data element 716 meaning "Control Segments for One or More Included Transaction Sets were Syntactically Invalid." The goal is to socialize use of the ISX segment.
         1.3.2.4. The Chair proposed this response to X12N:
This RFI is not about a TR3, it is about the X12 EDI Standard. ISX03 can be used to respond with a code from 007010. An example follows:

```
ISA*00*...........*01*...........*ZZ*SUBMITTERS.ID.*ZZ*RECEIVERS.ID..*030101*1253*
**00706*0000000905*1*T*:~
ISX***007010~
GS*XX*SENDERCODE*RECEIVERCODE*20200101*0802*1*X*005010X231~
ST*999*0001*005010X231~
AK1*HC*0001*005010X222~
AK9*R*1*1*0*32~
SE*4*0001~
IEA*1*000000905~
```

1.3.2.5. The Chair will add some explanatory comments to the example.
1.3.2.6. Stacey will take this response and example back to X12N.
1.3.2.7. The subcommittee will discuss this some more at its January meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 12:15 PM EST